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Clear photos and good information.

A basic textbook and atlas of skin conditions that effect cats. Written for vets but since it is primarily

a picture book, it's extremely useful for pet owners. Discussion of the various disorders is pretty

basic from a medical textbook point of view but pretty decent for the layman if their IQ is above room

temperature. Unfortunately, the veterinarian profession leads alot to be desired if anything is

actually wrong with your pet. Considering how much they charge....well....there isn't enough suing

going on for malpractice is all I have to say. It is a VERY good idea for pet owners to be proactive

and know things like....what does ringworm look like. How can you tell the difference from an

infection or an allergic skin reaction (extremely common in cats). Unfortunately, there is not alot of

knowledge in the profession about what to do about these things but being able to get a reasonable

diagnosis is extremely helpful. This book is very helpful.I know alot of vets will howl at the criticism

but I stand by it. A typical problematic vet visit will run about $500 among multiple visits that amount

to guesswork and smearing neosporin on your cats head while everyone pretends you can actually

get a cat to wear a "funnel" for more than 2 seconds. After a couple of weeks of nothing getting

better, someone MIGHT suggest an allergy of some sort but won't know that allergy testing in cats

is pathetic in its ability to detect them (unlike in humans where it works just fine), shots do

NOTHING but waste money and the real problem is your cat can't eat something you are feeding it

so you have to figure it out for yourself. An MD who practiced this way would QUICKLY get into

trouble for incompetence and lose their license.
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